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introduction: fluorescence enhanced diffuse optical Tomography (fdoT) retrieves three 
dimensional distributions of extrinsic fluorophores in small animals, non-invasively and in vivo. The 
fdoT problem can be formulated as a system of equations, d=Wf, where W is a weight matrix that 
couples the measurements (d) to the unknown spatial distribution (f) of the fluorophore concentration 
(forward problem). To solve the inverse problem (image reconstruction), the Singular Value 
decomposition method (SVd) of W has been previously employed[1-4]. To obtain a good quality image 
it is necessary to determine the useful singular values to retain. We present an automatic method 
that analytically calculates a threshold to select the significant singular values. We assess the validity 
of the calculated threshold by inspecting the noise level of the reconstructed images. 
Methods: We used the u-curve algorithm[5] to find a threshold  . The u-curve is a plot of the 
sum of the reciprocals of the regularized solution norm against the corresponding residual norm, in 
a doubly logarithmic scale. experimental fdoT data collected with different experimental parameters 
for a slab-shaped phantom containing a capillary tip filled with alexa fluor 700, were reconstructed 
by SVd, using Tikhonov regularization with   parameters in the 10-1 to 10-6 range. To confirm the 
sensitivity to the u-curve cut-off value, we verified that it falls into the experimentally relevant range 
that produces reconstructions with a reasonable amount of noise, and simultaneously fulfills the 
Picard’s condition[6]. Thus, we verified that singular values above the automatically calculated cut-
off decay to zero slower than the correspondent fourier coefficients of d when they are expressed in 
terms of the left singular vectors of W.
results: The figure depicts fdoT reconstructions with 
parameters in the 10-1 to 10-6 range and u-curve  cut-off parameter 
=4*10-2 .   lies into the heuristic  range of 10-1 to 10-3 that produces 
images with acceptable noise levels. We also confirm that these 
useful singular values fulfill the Picard’s condition.acquisition 
parameters are: 20x20x10 voxels for a 1.5x1.5x1.5 cm volume of 
interest (Voi), with 12x12 detectors and 10x10 sources equally spaced 
in the foV.
Conclusions: The automatic u-Curve algorithm provides a 
suitable regularization for SVd reconstruction of fdoT that fulfill 
Picard’s condition. although it is not the best of all the possible 
regularization parameters, it is within the heuristical range that yields reconstructions with a 
reasonable amount of noise. Within this range the main difference between reconstructed images 
remains in the low frequency noise, which can be easily eliminated by thresholding the images. 
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